
1. Keep presentation supper simple
2. It’s ok to go after small premiums (take what client comfortable with)
3. No income rider.

They start by saying “here is what the stock market does… 

When markets are up you can ride all the way up with it. But when markets are down there is no floor 
so you go all the way down. 

Here is what an FIA does… 

When markets are up you get some of the ups. But when markets down there is a floor of zero so you 
can’t go down. 

The insurance companies can make this work but there are two conditions you need to be ok with.  First 
is “time”.  You need to commit your money for six to ten years.  Are you ok with this?   

(Throughout their presentation they ask a bunch of these “are you ok with this” questions.  They make 
the prospect answer before they go on and If the prospect says anything but yes they do a take away… 
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“well it sounds like you are probably comfortable with having your retirement money exposed to going 
down 20%. Maybe you should stick with where you are.) 

The second thing you need to be ok with is that your gains are capped. 

Then they give prospect a very simple verbal example of how a cap works.  Their example is like this… 
“Let’s use 10% as an example just because it is easier to do the math.  If your cap is 10% and market 
does 6%, you get 6%.  If market does 10% you get 10%.  If market does 16% you only get 10% because 
that is where your earnings are capped. 

So are you OK with having your earnings capped? 

Then they say… “Ok, there are five things to pay attention to with FIAs”.  And they write down the 
following on a pad… 

First is “term”.  This is the length of time you are committing your money too.  If you withdraw all of 
your money before the end of the term you will pay a big penalty. 

The sweet spot for FIAs have terms of six to ten years.  So if you ask me to find you a good FIA with a 
term of less than six years I will tell you it is a waste of time because no good ones exist with that short 
of term.   

There are FIAs with longer terms then ten years but seldom do they offer benefits that are worth 
committing your money up that long.  In other words we can find really good FIAs with really good 
feature that have ten year terms. 

Are you ok with committing your money for six to ten years? 



Next is “rate of return”.  No one can tell you exactly what interest you will earn because it is tied to the 
performance of the index but all of these FIAs are designed to give you a reasonable expectation that 
you will average somewhere between 3% and 6%.  And what may be surprising is that it really doesn’t 
matter what term you select.  In other words an FIA with a six year term will get you 3% to 6% and an 
FIA with a ten year term will also get you 3% to 6%. 

So if both a six and a ten year term FIA will get you 3% to 6% why would someone tie up their money for 
a longer period of time?  You will see the answer in a minute when we start talking about features. 

For now, the important thing to understand is that all FIAs are designed to generate an average of about 
3% to 6%.  If that is what you earned would you be OK with it? 

Next is liquidity. This is the amount you can withdraw each year before the end of the term without 
paying a penalty.  Keep in mind that after your term is up the annuity doesn’t end it just means you can 
withdraw 100% of your money without penalty.  Most FIAs will let you withdraw between 5% and 10% a 
year without penalty before the end of the term. 

Are you OK with this? 

Next are fees.  Some FIAs have fees but I never recommend them to my clients because there are plenty 
of very good ones without any fees.  What is important to understand here is that the insurance 
company pays me but it does not come out of your money.   

Are you OK with this? 



The next thing to consider are any features.  Probably the most popular feature is a “signing bonus”.  
This is where a insurance company will add some of their money to your money when you open an 
account.  So if a company offers a 4% bonus and you deposit $100,000 the insurance company adds 
$4,000 and your account balance starts out at $104,000 from day one. 

Usually bonus are offered in exchange for you agreeing to a longer term.  In other words of you said find 
me an FIA with a six year term and a bonus I would tell you I can’t because there aren’t any.  But it easy 
for me to find a bunch of FIAs with a 4% or 5% or even higher bonus as long as you are willing to commit 
to a longer term. 

Are you ok with this? 

Keep things very, very simple. And they are ok with going for small premiums.  The whole approach is 
to do a lot of small transactions.   

If a prospective client has $500,000 they say… “Do you want to talk about doing something with the 
entire amount or is their one account you have that you are not happy with or want to start with.” 

If prospect says I have this $70,000 IRA they just focus on that and then latter go after more. 


